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(Sotel et al), 209
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Moisture
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hypcholesterolemia effect in hamsters (Khalon et al), 439
lipidic responses on rats fed (Ranhotra et al), 509

Oven, heat sink, for measurement of dough expansion during baking
(Kilborn et al), 443

Particle size
dietary sugar beet (Klopfenstein), 538, 542
distribution of wheat flour (Wu et al), 421

Pasta
prediction of cooking quality at low and high drying temperatures
(DEGidio et al), 275
spaghettis making, effects due to α-amylace (Dexter et al), 405
Pea flour, pasting characteristics of (Lin et al), 14

Pentosans
oxidation gelation (Moore et al), 81
viscosity of flour-water extracts (Moore and Hoseney), 78
water-insoluble, of wheat, composition and physical properties
(Michniewicz et al), 434

Physicochemical properties, effect of lime heat treatment on amaranth
flour (Vargas-Lopez et al), 417
Porridge, sorghum, thick, alkaline (Bello et al), 20
Proanthocyanidins, isolation from wheat bran (McCallum and Walker),
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Protein
durum wheat, role of protein content in cooking quality of pasta dried
at low and high temperatures (DEgidio et al), 275
effect on viscoelastic properties of rice (Hamaker and Griffin), 261
interaction with starch (Elhasson and Tjerneld), 366
methionine-rich, isolation and characterization of low molecular weight,
from Italian millet (Naren et al), 32
removal effect on starch gelatinization of whole grain milled rice
(Marshall et al), 458
salt-soluble, of soft wheats (Clements), 264
soft wheat, influence of chemical and physical modification of, on sugar-
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for evaluation of lime heat treatment on physicochemical properties
of amaranth (Vargas-Lopez et al), 417
Retrogradation, lipid effect on, of rice starch (Hibi et al), 7
Rheology
bread crumb properties, effects of storage time, temperature, and position in loaf (Persaud et al), 92
dynamic properties of bread crumb, surfactant and reheating effects (Persaud et al), 182
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effect of water-solubles on gluten (Dreese and Hoseney), 400
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brown, starch gelatinization in, effects of degree of milling and lipid removal on (Champagne et al), 570
export, grain quality characteristics of exported (Juliano et al), 192
fissured, impact on mill yields (Velupillai and Pandey), 118
lipid effect on retrogradation of (Hibi et al), 7
Mexican varieties of, chemical composition of after milling (Sotelo et al), 209
protein influence on stickiness (Hamaker and Griffin), 261
starch gelatinization measured in whole grain milled, lipid and protein removal from (Marshall et al), 458
starch granule swelling and gelatinization (Tester and Morrison), 558
Rice bran, hypocholesterolemic effect in hamsters (Kahlon et al), 439
RP-HPLC
cluster analysis of chromatograms for wheat cultivar identification (Endo et al), 486
environmental influence on wheat storage proteins (Marchylo et al), 372
of gliadins and reduced glutenins (Huebner et al), 464
separation of storage proteins for differentiation of HRS and HRW wheats (Endo et al), 480
wheat protein separation, assessment of breadmaking quality (Scanlon et al), 395

Rye
alkylresorcinols in (Hengtrakul et al), 413
endosperm, localization of γ-secalin by immunocytochemistry (Krishnan et al), 360
Scanning electron microscopy, of bagels, conventional and microwave heated dough (Umbach et al), 355

SDS-PAGE
analyses of starch granule proteins for softness determination (Bakhella et al), 246
investigation of polypeptide structural changes during twin-screw extrusion (Wen et al), 268
separation of HMW and LMW subunits of glutenin by two-step electrophoresis (Singh et al), 161
of solubility and HPLC fractions of wheat proteins (Singh et al), 150

SE-HPLC
fractionation of total flour proteins from diverse cultivars (Singh et al), 150
for predicting breadmaking quality (Singh et al), 161
Selenium, in Finnish cereal grains, flour, and bread (Eurola et al), 334
Shortening, effect on Colombian bread properties (Dexter et al), 46
Sonication, for extraction of total flour proteins without reducing agents (Singh et al), 150

Sorghum
physical and chemical properties (Bello et al), 20
taannin-containing, nutritional improvement of, using sodium bicarbonate (Banda-Nyirenda and Vohra), 533
Soy glycine, thermal denaturation in presence of 2-mercaptoethanol (Zarins and Marshall), 35
Soy meal, measuring trypsin inhibitor in (Stauffer), 296
Staling, effect of moisture and long-term storage (He and Hoseney), 603
Starch
aging gels, viscoelastic behavior of, effects of concentration, temperature, and starch hydrolyses on network properties (Biliaderis and Zawistowski), 240
corn, lipid binding of, by electron spin resonance (Johnson et al), 236
corn and sorghum, aqueous HPSEC characterization of extruded (Jackson et al), 529
enzyme-resistant, DSC studies (Sievert and Pomeronz), 217
fragmentation resulting from twin-screw extrusion of corn meal (Wen et al), 268
grain surface proteins from chlorinated wheat flours (Seguchi), 258
granules, swelling and gelatinization (Tester and Morrison), 551
interaction with proteins (Eliasson and Tjerneld), 366
maize, gelatinization of, annealing of (Knutton), 376
nutritional properties of, in barley genotypes (Björck et al), 327

phosphates from waxy barley, paste properties and freeze-thaw stability (Wu and Seib), 202
rice, swelling and gelatinization (Tester and Morrison), 558
sorghum, gel properties (Bello et al), 20
sugar-water interactions, electron spin resonance studies (Johnson et al), 286
thermal properties of cornstarch from different populations (White et al), 70
wheat endosperm development (Bechtel et al), 59

Storage
effect on bread firmness and moisture (He and Hoseney), 603
effect on breadmaking properties of hard red spring wheat (Ariyama and Khan), 53
Sugar
effect on Colombian bread properties (Dexter et al), 46
electron spin resonance, influence on starch hydration (Johnson et al), 286
Surfactants, effect on dynamic rheological properties of bread crumb (Persaud et al), 182

Testing, bread slices in tension mode (Nussinovitch et al), 101
Tortillas, changes in nutrients and protein quality (Bressani et al), 515
Triticale, alkylresorcinols in (Hengtrakul et al), 413
Trypsin inhibitors, measurement of, in soy meal (Stauffer), 296
Viscoelasticity, elastic properties of dough in simple shear (Launay), 25
Viscosity
cake batter, oscillatory rod viscometric measurement of (Shelke et al), 575
effect of protein disruption on (Hamaker and Griffin), 261
Wheat
alkylresorcinols in (Hengtrakul et al), 413
analyses of proteins during grain maturation (Huebner et al), 464
bran, isolation of proanthocyanidins (McCalmont and Walker), 282
Chinese and Canadian cultivars, milling, rheological, and end-use quality of (Lukow et al), 170
durum, effect on spaghetti-making quality of α-amylase (Dexter et al), 405
durum, effect of protein disruption on (Hamaker and Griffin), 261
flour
cell wall material from (Gruppen et al), 512
extrusion cooking effect (Barres et al), 427
measurement of dough expansion during bread baking, heat sink (Kiiborn et al), 443
hard red spring, laboratory sprouted, effect on breadmaking (Ariyama and Khan), 53
hard red spring and winter quality characteristics of (Endo et al), 480
statistical evaluation (Endo et al), 486
hard red winter, baking quality (Graybosch et al), 342
hard white, classification of (Bean et al), 307
hard white and red winter, compared in hamburger buns (Lang and Walker) 197
hardness, relation to air-classification yields and flour particle size distribution (Wu et al), 421
Moroccan, hardness of (Bakhella et al), 246
pentosans of, composition and properties (Michniewicz et al), 434
quality of residual flour after farina removal (Dexter et al), 39
separation of endosperm proteins by two-dimensional electrophoresis (Dougherty et al), 564
soft, electrophoresis (PAGE) of salt-soluble proteins (Clements), 264
starch, isolation and development (Bechtel et al), 59
starch granule surface proteins from chlorinated wheat flours (Seguchi), 258
storage proteins, quantitative influence of environment by RP-HPLC (Marchylo et al), 372

Wheat bran
effect on biscuit sensory characteristics (Stanyon and Costello), 545
effects on calcium and iron utilization (Klopfenstein), 542
effects on rat serum and liver lipids and fecal characteristics (Klopfenstein), 538
functional properties, soy polysaccharide effect on (Sievert et al), 10
hypocholesterolemic effect in hamsters (Kahlon et al), 439
Wheat starch-wheat protein systems, hydration measured by electron spin resonance (Schanen et al), 124

Yeast, relation with lactic acid bacteria in wheat flour dough and baking performance (Martinez-Anaya et al), 85